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e scholarly critic, when assessing the life and works of a famous 
writer, must use the most delicate of critical tools to sort and divide a liter-
ary oeuvre. Texts must be carefully catalogued and designated in order of 
importance, yet they must also be constantly re-evaluated and challenged 
as the passing of time and improved historical data aords later readers a 
clearer, more panoramic view. Similarly, commercially successful or unsuc-
cessful works which critics judge to presage or bookend a literary career 
can also come to oversimplify a popular understanding of a writer?s literary 
development and purpose. e literary life of the Dorset writer omas 
Hardy is oen judged in such commercial terms, and can be seen as span-
ning the publication of two of his most famous novels. In 1874, the success 
of Far From the Madding Crowd allowed Hardy to give up his work as an 
architect for writing, and its publication launched his literary career. Over 
twenty years later, the 1895 publication of Jude the Obscure saw Hardy en-
dure a welter of social criticism, and this coincided with his decision to 
give up writing novels and shi his focus to poetry. While Hardy is consid-
ered to be one of the greatest English novelists, however, his poetry took 
much longer to achieve critical success, his verse being considered by some 
as merely a reaction to the critical failure of Jude. Conversely, Hardy saw 
himself primarily as a poet and during his lifetime produced a vast body of 
verse that was strikingly uniform in its thematic approach towards time 
and memory.
Perhaps Hardy?s most well-known collection of verse is entitled Poems 
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of 1912–13, having been composed in recollection of his rst wife, Emma, 
aer her death in 1912. Yet, while Claire Tomalin argues in her 2006 biog-
raphy of Hardy that this was the moment when he became a great poet 
(312), Hardy had already published his rst signicant collection of Wessex 
Poems and Other Verses fourteen years previously in 1898 (280), and had 
begun to work on them as early as 1865 (Halliday 28) when he was still a 
young architectural apprentice in Dorchester. Needing money to marry, 
however, Hardy put aside his verse and turned to the writing of novels (48). 
While primarily earning his living through the composition of novels and 
short stories, Hardy continued to dra unpublished poetry. Indeed, even 
aer the Poems of 1912–13, Hardy continued to compose and publish verse 
up until his death in 1928, with his last volume, Winter Words, issued post-
humously.
Hardy?s bittersweet poetry signies two very dierent epochs, draw-
ing on early Victorian verse, and yet anticipating the pessimism of Mod-
ernist poetry. While Hardy?s works were inuenced by the Dorset poet 
William Barnes, his major poetic heroes were the Romantics, and he ad-
mired Keats and Shelley, composing ?Cestius? in honour of the anonymous 
Roman nobleman whose grave signied those ?matchless singers? and ?im-
mortal Shades? (95). Hardy also enjoyed reading the poetry of Tennyson, 
Arnold and Browning (Tomalin 178), and yet his own literary reach ex-
tended into the twentieth century as he in turn inuenced writers as di-
verse as Robert Frost, Seamus Heaney, Ezra Pound, Hugh MacDiarmid and 
Philip Larkin. Hardy?s verse thus spans over sixty years and several literary 
time periods, but many of his poems also focus thematically on the phe-
nomena of time itself and a rural historical past that is constantly sought 
and recaptured through the power of memory. Hardy?s friend and fellow 
poet Edmund Blunden noticed that, in composing his poems, Hardy drew 
on vocabulary and language both living and dead, leading Blunden?s friend 
William Archer to suggest that Hardy saw ?the words of the dictionary as 
all on one plane? (qtd. in Neill 64). Hardy?s verse, however, also thematical-
ly combined all time on one plane, juxtaposing personal rural experiences 
against a grand historical perspective that placed them in a subtler context. 
Whilst the earlier Romantics had perceived nature as a threshold for 
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achieving transcendence, however, Hardy?s rural subjects were transient, 
being diminished when set against the vast backcloth of time. Yet these 
subjects were also optimistically celebrated, achieving permanence through 
acts of creation and procreation. is discussion will thus seek to address 
Hardy?s verse by examining his unique poetical language, his treatment of 
time, and its modern legacy.
Time and Language
omas Hardy grew up in an isolated cottage on the edge of a large 
expanse of open land, and his early rural experiences, oen spent in seclu-
sion with just a few family members, likely helped to inform and shape his 
literary works. His novels, stories and many of the poems take place in the 
ctitious county of Wessex, but despite being deemed as a writer of rural 
scenes, Hardy can be more widely understood as a poet whose career 
spanned dierent time periods and literary traditions, and yet unied 
them. is may well be because Hardy?s poetic language displays a gi for 
marrying dierent linguistic traditions, forging in his poetic smithy an al-
loy which combined the archaic with the contemporary, and the rural with 
the classically urbane.
Hardy?s choice of poetic vocabulary was principally inuenced by the 
Dorsetshire poet William Barnes? obsession with ?Saxonmania?. Barnes ob-
jective was to ?promote a kind of English puried of alien?borrowings? 
(Crystal 125). In particular, this necessitated ?the removal of French, Latin, 
and Greek words? (125). Instead, words that Barnes resurrected include 
?inwit? for ?conscience?, ?birdlore? for ?ornithology? and ?mateword? for ?syn-
onym? (125). is linguistic trend aected Hardy, so that the dialect of 
Wessex played a prominent part in his poetry. Consider, for example, the 
use of the Dorset word ?gri? (meaning a small, narrow valley) in ?e 
Clock of the Years?, where Hardy conjured the image of time as a ?check-
less gri? (497), or the employment of the rural word ?hodge? (a somewhat 
pejorative term for a common labourer) in Hardy?s famous war poem 
?Drummer Hodge? (Hardy 83) to accentuate the diminished status of the 
dead soldier. In his rural poems Hardy also employed older coastal words 
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such as ?throbbings at noontide? (72) and ?style of yestertide? (834) to con-
vey the slower pace of rhythmic, seasonal and cosmic time as opposed to 
modern, industrially diced time. In ?Rome: Building a New Street in e 
Ancient Quarter?, for example, rural words that describe soil and trees, 
such as ?umbered? and ?gnarls? (93), are juxtaposed with antiquated terms 
such as ?outskeleton? (93). While Edmund Blunden observed that Hardy 
viewed all language, modern or antiquated, as practically useable (qtd. in 
Neill 64) Hardy?s poetry also attempted to unify dierent eras of historical 
time thematically in the same manner, so that in his verse the ephemeral 
and transient combine with the historically permanent. Indeed, while, in 
Hardy?s verse, the ruined remains of Roman architecture ?outskeletons 
Time?s central city? (93), time also skeletons man, divesting him of his life 
and identity.
Transience and Permanence
From a young age, Hardy was drawn to history, having been captivat-
ed by a book owned by a relative entitled A History of the Wars (Tomalin 
21). Yet his juxtaposition of the grand historical narrative with the personal 
human experience may have been more directly inuenced by William 
Barnes? Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect, which focused primarily 
on refrain through personal remembrance (Halliday 17). While Hardy?s 
works saw their literary genesis in rural subject matters, and were inu-
enced by Barnes? focus on individual memory, a number of Hardy?s poems, 
such as ?A Spellbound Palace?, and ?In St. Paul?s a While Ago?, shi per-
spective from the personally transient to the impersonally, but historically 
permanent. Hence, whilst Hardy?s poetic focus is both a product of and a 
literary response to the great events of his time, such as the Franco–
Prussian war, the Boer War, the sinking of the Titanic, and the Great War 
of 1914–1918, these events are continually juxtaposed against a grand his-
torical meta-narrative, which places these occurrences, and the people in 
them, in a subtler and richer context.
omas Hardy?s poetry gives life to ordinary objects, personifying 
them through bringing those from the past into sharp, albeit imagined, fo-
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cus, and leading Hardy to meditate on, as Larkin put it, ?the life of men, 
time and the passing of time? (qtd. in Robinson 103). In ?A Gentleman?s 
Second-hand Suit?, for example, clothes leave ?these tell-tale traces? (843) 
of past dances and dalliances, while in ?Old Furniture?, the voices, visages 
and ?the hands of the generations? (456) reappear through their earlier as-
sociation with everyday objects. Hardy thus brought ideas to life through 
his poetic descriptions of bygone times. It is no surprise to learn that in lat-
er life he was captivated by Einstein?s theories of time relativity (Tomalin 
345), because in his poetry all time appears relative, unifying the past with 
the present, so that his verse contains all time on one plane. Einsteinian 
space-time became malleable, able to be stretched and compressed accord-
ing to the observer?s perspective and motions, and Hardy was to jot in his 
notebook ?Relativity. at things and events always were, are and will be? 
(qtd. in Tomalin 326). For Hardy, those that he had loved and lost, such as 
his dead wife Emma, were still alive, insofar as they could be remembered 
through the power of poetic memory. Yet in reading Hardy?s poetry one is 
also made constantly aware of the insignicance of human life; people are 
continually disinherited of the produce of their eorts by the inevitability 
of death, and further divested of their identities by the rolling abyss of 
time.
In this fashion, Hardy?s verse sets human actions and human-created 
objects against the vast backcloth of history, and these actions and events 
are consequently diminished almost to the point of obscurity. Saturating 
his poetry with references to, and reminders of both the ancient and the 
more recent past, Hardy is thus concerned with a historical perspective 
that serves to humble the corporeal subjects of his verse. In ?e Oxen? 
Hardy nostalgically remembers a Christmas ?Our childhood used to know? 
(439) while in ?Christmas in the Elgin Room? the Parthenon statues as-
sume an anthropomorphic status; the work dismissively places the tradi-
tion of Christmas in wider historical aspect, remembering the time of 
?Zeus? high breed? before ?this Christ was known? (886). ?e Clasped 
Skeletons? in turn subtends an even older vista, Hardy noting that the ca-
daverous inhabitants of an ancient 2000 year old British barrow, discovered 
near his home at Max Gate, ?had long colled here? before ?Aspasia lay with 
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Pericles? (834). is reference accentuates the historical age of the skele-
tons even more strikingly if one connects the verse to the previously dis-
cussed ?Christmas in the Elgin Room?, as the historical Pericles is said to 
have commissioned the building of the Parthenon and its statues in 447BC. 
e ancient barrow inhabitants in ?e Clasped Skeletons? are also ironi-
cally humbled, however, when compared to the nearby fossils who ?might 
style of yestertide/Your coming here? (834).
Continually in Hardy?s poetry, man is haunted by ancestors whose 
deeds he cannot emulate, and in reading Hardy?s verse one is made con-
stantly aware of the transience of human life and the inevitability of death 
lurking behind all, reducing to insignicance one?s existence in the cosmic 
scheme. In ?e Convergence of the Twain?, ?human vanity? is matched 
against ?e Immanent Will? (288), and found wanting. e once mighty 
Titanic becomes a playground for creatures of the deep, where ?Over the 
mirrors meant/To glass the opulent/e sea worm crawls? (288). In ?e 
To-Be Forgotten? the deceased are not just reclaimed physically by nature, 
but gradually disappear out of all human consciousness, suering a ?sec-
ond death? and ?blank oblivion? (131), as all who knew them will also die.
Statues such as the Parthenon busts, and man-made objects such as 
the Titanic, are frequently used in Hardy?s poetry as historical benchmarks 
to place man in reductive perspective, but they are also employed to high-
light the living present and the universal vitality of emotions. e Roman 
graves of Keats and Shelley are valorised in ?Cestius?, and the historical 
?power, the pride, the reach of perished Rome? is celebrated in ??In the Old 
eatre, Fiesole? (92), yet in ?e Roman Gravemounds? the burial of a 
small white cat by its grieving master amongst ?Rome?s dim relics? is the 
sole focus of the gravedigger, and ?- nothing Rome!? (373) is humble 
and yet universal action of human delity and remembrance is what re-
tained a charm for Hardy, despite the presence of classical relics, and this 
also serves to be more poetically aective for the reader than the historical 
pomp of the Roman cenotaph. It is perhaps signicant that Hardy?s boy-
hood friend Horace Moule had given him a copy of Marcus Aurelius? Med-
itations with the inscription ?all things are according to the nature of the 
universal? (Tomalin 79), as Hardy?s poetry conveyed emotions and ideas 
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both natural and universal to the human experience. In his verse, the small 
acts of emotion and kindness that are universal to the human condition 
achieve an ongoing vitality that is emphasised by their being juxtaposed 
with grander historical narratives.
Historical objects cast an intimidating shadow over the present in 
Hardy?s verse, yet this legacy can also be added to, as crasmen and writers 
achieve immortality through their works that live on as the legacy of artis-
tic imprimatur. In ?e Old Workman? an aged mason points to ?the man-
sion-front hard by? (627) that he built, which will ?stand storms for ages, 
beating round/When I lie underground? (627). In Hardy?s ?To Shake-
speare?, the Bard of Avon?s ?discourse today,/Despite thy formal pilgrim-
age, throbs on? (412), so that Shakespeare remains forever in ?man?s poesy? 
(413). Hardy thus implies that the present is a natural continuation of the 
past and that human beings form an immutable part of the process of liv-
ing history, and are thus capable of leaving an imprint that may remain 
long aer their brief lives are over. In his verse, hope dies with the passing 
of each age, leaving one to lament such transience, and yet such hope is 
also continually renewed and sublimated through rebirth, which achieves a 
vital permanency. is is perhaps most strikingly emphasised in the short 
poem ?Heredity?, where human lineage is celebrated as ?the eternal thing 
in man/ at heeds no call to die? (407). And yet, of course, the speaking 
subject of the poem will inevitably die, even if he bears progeny and be-
comes ?eternal? (407). Such verse thus displays the nuanced tension and 
ongoing negotiation between the forces of optimism and pessimism that 
seem to pervade all of Hardy?s poetry.
Permanence through Influence
Each of Hardy?s poems was composed to be self-contained, ending 
with an irony, or neat closing dénouement. His poems either bemoan the 
passing of the corporeally transient, or celebrate the lasting imprimatur of 
the permanent. e reader is thus le without the uncertainty that one de-
rives from the works of high Modernism, such as T.S. Eliot?s e Waste-
land, or the thrush poems of Edward omas, and it is this, compared with 
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Hardy?s vision of a neutral, or even faintly malevolent universe, which has 
led some twentieth century critics to argue that his verse appears too neat 
and tting. F.R. Leavis, for example, referred to Hardy as being a worthy 
but minor poet due to his verse lacking ambiguity, and stated that, in oppo-
sition to his Victorian solidity, Edward omas? directionless verse better 
recorded a sense of ?modern disintegration? (qtd. in Harada 62). Brown-
ing, who had both inuenced and infuriated Hardy, had written in ?Andrea 
Del Sarto?, that ?a man?s reach should exceed his grasp,/ Or what?s a heav-
en for? All is silver-gray? (1387), and, for Leavis, a great major poet, such as 
omas, Frost, or Yeats, should strive for this grasping of transcendence, 
and, in so doing, end with an enigma (Yezzi).
Despite such criticism, Hardy?s verse, containing themes of pessimism 
married with acts of permanence and vitality, made a deep impression 
upon a number of twentieth century poets. Robert Frost saw Hardy?s use of 
language as signifying his greatness, writing ?omas Hardy?s my man?, 
and acknowledging that Hardy had taught him ?the use of a few good 
words? (gtd. in Yezzi), yet one can also trace thematic similarities between 
the two. Hardy?s ?Neutral Tones? narrates a winter landscape ?chidden of 
god? (9), and oers nothing but ?a few leaves? on ?the starving sod? (9), 
and this verse seems to anticipate the themes of ennui and not-at-home-
ness encountered in Frost?s ?Desert Places?, which uses natural imagery to 
evoke the blank indierence of the landscape, ?with no expression, nothing 
to express? (1298). Comparisons can also be drawn with Wallace Stevens? 
?e Snowman?, where the fully awake viewer, with mind as cold as ice, 
can clearly see ?the junipers shagged with ice? and not ?think of any mis-
ery? in ?the sound of a few leaves? (16), but can instead perceive ?nothing 
that is not there and the nothing that is? (16).
Yeats? thoughts on Hardy?s poetry were not recorded for posterity, but 
he did make the trip to Max Gate with Sir Henry Newbolt in 1912 to be-
stow upon Hardy the literary order of merit (Yezzi). With the passing of 
Yeats a group of Irish poets from the ?1970s–1980s onwards have asserted 
Hardy?s relevance to modern Irish poetry? (Brearton 7). Of particular note, 
Seamus Heaney observes that he always ?felt something familiar about 
Hardy?s landscape, and indeed about the gures in his landscape? (qtd. in 
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Breaton 13), leading recent critics to argue that Heaney?s ?y-year en-
gagement with the works of omas Hardy has played a central, complex, 
and ever-changing role in Heaney?s poetic vision? (Breaton 13).
Ezra Pound, who had been Yeats? literary secretary, began a corre-
spondence with Hardy from the 1920s onwards (Tomalin 345), and was 
much later to claim that ?no one has taught me anything about writing 
since omas Hardy died?, praising Hardy?s elegies for Emma of 1912–13 
as amongst his best (qtd. in Xie 110). Further, in his book Guide to Kulchur 
(1938) Pound wrote that ?when we, if we live long enough, come to esti-
mate the poetry of the period, against Hardy?s 600 pages we will put what?? 
(qtd. in Yezzi) Of perhaps more interest for this discussion, however, is that 
Pound?s seminal Cathay collection of poems of 1914, which introduced a 
number of translated Chinese classics into the English language and is 
commonly seen as a key modernist publication, may possibly have been in-
uenced by Hardy?s style. Xie argues that the Cathay poems ?closely re-
semble Hardy?s dramatic or personative poems, especially those from his 
Poems of 1912–13? (Xie 110). Even if one wholly disregards the argument 
that there is a stylistic similarity between the two poets, it is still curious 
that Pound, who played such a key role in literary modernism, should 
share a thematic regard for natural landscape, memory and time with the 
ostensibly quotidian verse of omas Hardy.
e language of Hardy?s verse may also have inuenced Scottish mod-
ernist poetry, critics noticing connections between Hardy and the atheist, 
communist and nationalist Scots poet Hugh MacDiarmid. MacDiarmid 
was a leading light in the Scottish Renaissance of the early 20th century; a 
movement which has had, and continues to have, a profound eect on 
Scottish language, culture and politics, and yet Frank Kermode observed 
that ?MacDiarmid?s early poems hid a lot of Hardy in their heather and 
thistle garments? (qtd. in Maynard 190). is inuence was partly due to 
Hardy?s focus on scientic rationalism, and eschewing of the romantic vi-
sion. When the critic I.A. Richards wrote, ?Mr. Hardy has achieved a ?self-
reliant and immitigable acceptance? of an indierent universe?, MacDiar-
mid added, ?I substantially agree with Mr.Richards? (qtd. in Maynard 192). 
MacDiarmid, however, may also have been inuenced by Hardy?s poetic 
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architectonics, such as ?the handling of meter and stanzaic structure and 
tone? (190). Moreover, Hardy?s treatment of rural Dorset dialect, which he 
placed on a par with literary English, may well of played a part in MacDiar-
mid?s own preference for rural Scots words in his verse. When one reads 
?e Emmis Stane? for example, rural and archaic Scots language such as 
?yowdendri? (MacDiarmid 14–15) (a rural word used to describe a snow 
blizzard) is resurrected and used in preference to English. Oxenhorn, ar-
gues that it would ?have been hard to read ?e Emmis Stone? ?let alone 
write it? in 1924 without feeling the inuence of Hardy? (qtd. in Maynard 
190).
While Hardy appears to have inuenced literary Modernism, and 
been both championed and rejected by several Modernist critical gures, 
he also appears to have outlasted it as a movement, as poetic focus has 
shied back to clarity and lucidity. e 1954 English ?movement?, which 
was conceived as an opposition to literary modernism, also drew on Hardy 
for thematic and stylistic inspiration. Of the movement?s leading gures, 
Philip Larkin was perhaps Hardy?s greatest champion, stating in his essay 
?Wanted: Good Hardy Critic? that his poetry was in need of drastic critical 
re-evaluation, and arguing that the Collected Poems were ?many times over 
the best body of poetic work this century so far has to show? (qtd. in Rob-
inson 101). Larkin?s position was further taken up in the early 1970s by 
Donald Davie, who argued that ?in British poetry of the last 50 years (as 
not in American) the most far-reaching inuence, for good or ill, has not 
been Yeats, still less Eliot or Pound, not Lawrence, but Hardy? (3).
Conclusion
Many of Hardy?s poems can be viewed as primarily grief-stricken and 
tragic, and due to this they can appear to anticipate and perhaps inuence 
literary modernism. Yet his quotidian verse lacks the uncertainty or unset-
tling eects that one associates with modernist verse, and thus while Hardy 
has inuenced modernist writers such as Robert Frost, Ezra Pound and 
Hugh MacDiarmid later 20th century writers such as Seamus Heaney, Phil-
ip Larkin and the 1954 English movement have also drawn on Hardy?s po-
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ems. is may well be, perhaps, because nothing can be fruitfully built 
upon the high modernist legacy of Eliot?s ?handful of dust? (28) other than 
yet more poetic cinders. Unlike modernist poetry, therefore, Hardy?s more 
tightly structured verse, like the enduring historical subjects of his poetry, 
appears timeless, universal, and endures. Hardy?s poetry has aected a 
number of writers in both negative and yet positive ways and this may be 
because, as this discussion has noted, his poetry also oers readers many 
glimpses of optimism, as his characters, and the objects they produce, 
achieve acts of continuing permanency. Hardy, notably, didn?t see his poet-
ry as necessarily pessimistic; instead, he commented that his poetical phi-
losophy was a form of meliorism that should be tempered through facing 
the human condition honestly. is sentiment is perhaps best expressed in 
?In Tenebris II? where he states, ?if way to the Better there be, it exacts a 
full look at the Worst? (154). To improve the lot of man, Hardy believed 
that one should eschew the teachings of the old Christian faith and apply 
the questioning methods of science. Man was no longer seen as a fallen an-
gel, dependent on god for divine grace, but was instead a Darwinian rising 
ape, holding absolute responsibility for improving his lot.
Using acts of personal and historical memory to recreate times past, 
Hardy both unearthed and conveyed events and emotions common to the 
human experience that still retain a lingering universal relevance with 
modern readers and critics. One reads literature because of the wish to 
share those emotions and experiences across cultures that one cannot nec-
essarily obtain through his or her own narrow interpersonal interaction. 
is is because, as Harold Bloom argues, ?we cannot know enough people? 
(19) in a normal lifetime, and ?literature is otherness? (19), and this experi-
ential reading process is expanded backwards across time when one reads 
the poetry of Hardy, who as Tomalin argues, ?knew the past like a man 
who has lived more than one span of life? (Tomalin 379).
Hardy can ultimately be seen as both a product of Victorian opti-
mism, and the harbinger of a pessimistic modernist culture, while his poet-
ic legacy reaches beyond both. is may be because Hardy?s poetics of time 
are in many ways rather unique; his use of the historical perspective com-
bines the tragedy and ennui of literary transience with a celebration of uni-
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versal permanence, with the past and the present together, permeable, on 
one plane.
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